
MATERIALS  SCIENCE
    Materials science  investigates  the relationships  between the structures and properties of materials.
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	The Stone Age

     Beginning 3.4 million years BC
     End between 4000 and 2000 BC
     (with the advent of metalworking)



	The Bronze Age

     (XXXV/XXXIII — XIII/XI BC)


	The Iron Age

     (I millennium BC – AD 1st / 3rd century)

	The …? Age


MATERIALS IN THE HISTORY
OF HUMANITY



MATERIALS IN THE HISTORY
OF HUMANITY
ХХ century - ?
ХХI century - ?
What  name suits them?








Relationships between basic components




The term structure is the most important notion in materials science.
The structure of a material usually relates to the arrangement of its internal components. The structure is understood as the composition, size and shape, the quantitative ratio and the spatial arrangement of the particles that make up the material.
 Depending on the size of these particles, the following levels of structure are distinguished:
 - macrostructure (structural elements are not less than 10-4 m, or 0.1 mm in size; they may be viewed with the naked eye);
 - microstructure (the structure is observed using optical microscope; structural elements are not less than 10-7 m, or 0.1 µm);
 - fine structure (arrangement of atoms or molecules relative to one another; may be observed using  some type of electron microscope; size of elements is not less than 10-10 m, or 0.1 nm). 
Relatively recently (the end of the 20th century) the concept of nanostructure has appeared.  A nanostructure is understood as objects in a material having a size from fractions of a nanometer to 100 nm. (1 nm = 10-9 m.)

    
  Fracture	          Macrosection		          ×300	                ×3 460 000 
    Macrostructure 	       Microstructure       Fine structure
     Magnification up to ×50	           Magnification up to ×1500       Magnification up to ×4 000 000
Levels of the materials structure study



Correlation between structure and properties
A single crystal of
	Al2O3 is transparent.
Compact polycrystal-
	line 	specimen of 
	Al2O3  is  translucent.
Porous polycrystalline
	specimen of Al2O3 
	is absolutely opaque.







Correlation between structure and properties



Classification of structural materials
Heating and cooling curves:









         a) for crystalline material; 	               b) for amorphous material (glass)




Materials
Crystals
100 % crystalline phase
Ceramics
up to 100 % crystalline phase
Plastics
up to 80 % crystalline phase
Glasses
0 % crystalline phase 



Requirements for structural materials
A set of requirements is imposed on structural materials: operational, economic, technological.
Operational requirements are the most important. They are strength, reliability, and durability. 
Strength is the ability of a material to resist deformation and destruction under the influence of external and internal stresses.
Reliability is the property of a material to resist brittle (simultaneous) destruction.
Durability is the property of a material to resist the development of gradual failure.
To the greatest extent, this set of requirements is met by crystalline structural materials: metals and alloys. This group makes up to 80% of the volume of all manufactured structural materials.




Characteristic properties of metals
1) High thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity.
2) Positive temperature coefficient of electrical resistance
    (as the temperature rises, the electrical resistance increases).
3) Thermionic emission (when heated, the metal surface emits electrons).
4) Opacity, metallic luster.
5) High plasticity  the ability to deform without destruction.

The properties are determined by the metallic type of bonding: positively charged ions are ordered, valence electrons belong to all ions in a metal crystal and can move freely, forming an electron gas. Electrostatic forces of attraction act between positively charged ions and electrons.




Types of bonding in crystals




Crystal structure of metals




Crystal structure of metals




Crystal structure of metals
Atomic plane (111) of gold.
	The image was taken with an atomic force microscope.




Crystal structure of metals
The tip of a pointed 
	tungsten specimen.
	Field ion microscopy.
	Individual atoms are 
	represented by white spots.
	Grain boundary is traced by the arrows.
	3,460,000 X




Crystal structure of metals
     Attractive and repulsive forces	  The potential energies between two
     balance if interatomic distance 	  atoms has the minimum net value at 
               is equal to d0. 	                   the interatomic distance d0.
	 
   Then a state of equilibrium exists.                E0 is the bonding energy.



Crystal structure of metals




Crystal structure of metals



	Type of crystal structure 	Body-centered cubic crystalline lattice
(BCC)	Face-centered cubic crystalline lattice
(FCC)	Hexagonal close-packed crystalline lattice
(HCP)
	Parameters	a = b = c,
 =  =  = 90	a = b = c,
 =  =  = 90	а = b  с,
 =  = 90,
 = 120
	Diagram of unit cell 
	Metals having this crystal structure	Cr, Mo, W, V, Ta, Nb, Fe	Cu, Ni, Ag, Au, Pb, Pt, Al, Fe	Mg, Co, Zn, Cd, Be, Zr, Ti














Crystal structure of metals



Face-centered cubic crystalline lattice    		(FCC)





Crystal structure of metals



Body-centered cubic crystalline lattice    		(BCC)






Crystal structure of metals





Hexagonal close-packed crystalline lattice (HCP)
		




Crystal structure of metals
        Close-packed crystal structure (HCP lattice) 	




Crystal structure of metals
      	     a)					b)
 Close-packed crystal structures:
   hexagonal close-packed (a) and face-centered cubic (b) 	




Atomium in Brussels
This building is a giant model of body-centered cubic crystalline lattice of iron – the main metal for human civilization.






